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Abstract—Simulock, is a queueing network based simulator
for lock based synchronization algorithms, that simulates
execution traces of benchmark application generated through
instrumentation of applications. Its a graphical tool showing
interaction of different processor components(cores, caches,
NOC) while executing multi-threaded SMP application, syn-
chronized using different locking approaches. A detailed report
generated after analyzing an array of locking primitives with
multiple scheduling approaches(FIFO, LIFO, SRPT, RAN-
DOM ...) is provided to the user, allowing him to make a better
informed decision about which locking approach to use.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In multi-threaded applications, synchronization over-
head(SO) due to locks, is defined as accumulation of number
of cycles threads wait while waiting for some other thread
holding the lock to release it and subsequently waiting thread
getting the lock. SO is higher for non-scalable locks(e.g.
ticket lock) than queue based scalable locks(e.g. MCS,
CLH) [1], due to the problem of exponentially increasing
cache coherence overheads because of global spinning. This
collapse in performance is even observed where moderate
numbers if lock acquisition and release are involved.

Researcher [2] [3] have experimented would multiple
locking algorithms on an array of benchmark application
and kernels. Which locking algorithm would be best for
which application is still an open problem. Simulation and
analysis in this paper is confined to queue based locks and
pthread mutex. Mutex is a hybrid lock which first attempts
locking using simple atomic instructions before attempting
high contention suitable MCS lock. Not all multi-threaded
application suffer due to synchronization overhead.

A simple rule of thumb to gage extent of SO suffered
by an application, is by taking product of number of lock
allocation/de-allocation(N) made and size of critical section
in cycles (Ccs), in every thread. Having large critical section
i.e. locking at very course granularity is not advisable. So
in most cases(well written applications), if N in a thread is
large an application will suffer significant SO. SO is also
affected by order in which waiting lock requests are served.

II. QUEUEING NETWORK MODEL OF SYNCHRONIZING
THREADS

Application with synchronizing threads are modeled as a
closed queueing network. While Queueing network based
modeling have been used to model multi-threaded applica-
tion [4], synchronization overhead has been abstracted to
an average delay. SO is a complex phenomena, increasing
significantly in comparison to overall thread execution time
as number of contending threads increases, too complex to
be modeled as a constant delay. It is therefore felt, it should
be modeled in detail.

Before modeling every multi-threaded application is in-
strumented and a trace of threads getting into and coming out
of critical sections(CS) is generated. Based on these traces an
application is classified as having homogeneous(each thread
CS and non-CS(NCS) taking equal number of cycles) and
heterogeneous(varying cycles for CS and NCS) threads. All
details except threads experiencing contention due to locks
are abstracted out. Each thread is thus reduce to a trace
consisting of N time repetitive sequence of a set of critical
sections and a set of non-critical sections, Fig.1.

Figure 1. Threads as collection of repetitive NCS and CS sections

For the analysis, it is assumed that number of threads
are less than or equal to number of cores. Also threads
are pinned to their respective cores. Number of cores P
defines the population size of the close queueing network. N,
number of lock acquisition and release defines the number
of iteration of the simulation. All queue’s are modeled as
/D/1 queues, with service time having exponential distri-
bution. None of the existing tool have the desired feature
to configure routing strategy from the infinite server NCS



Figure 2. Queueing network having multiple queue’s

delay node. This simulator defines the routing strategies that
can be adopted by lock scheduler when multiple threads are
concurrently trying to acquire the lock.

In simple case FCFS strategy can be followed. Another
possibility is to allocate lock to threads with shortest remain-
ing time (SRT). SRT can be defined by looking at whether
requesting threads and thread holding the lock are on same
core(Hyper-threads), requiring short intra-core delays, or are
on the same socket, requiring longer inter-core(NOC) delays
or on different sockets, requiring longest inter-socket delays.
Starvation is a problem when following SRT policy, hence
some aging policy is also implemented in the lock scheduler
Fig.2.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

Simulation and analysis extracts parameters that would
characterize SO for different applications.

A. Homogeneous threads

SO for homogeneous threads can be characterized using
following parameters:

1) How many threads lock was assigned before it was
reassigned to the current thread.

2) Aggregate of how many assignment of locks to other
threads happened after last allocation to the a partic-
ular thread. This will show extent of load imbalance.
For homogeneous threads it should be as low as
possible.

3) Average latency of lock acquisition and release.

B. Heterogeneous threads

SO for Heterogeneous threads can be characterized using
following parameters:

• Count of allocation to each delay node for different
lock scheduling strategies.

• Average Latency of lock acquisition and release.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is observed that while SRT could be a good strategy
for random heterogeneous threads, for homogeneous threads
FCFS is an optimal strategy. In a queue its the variance that
kills the performance not the latency.
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